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Abstract

Machine learning prediction APIs offered by Google, Mi-
crosoft, Amazon, and many other providers have been con-
tinuously adopted in a plethora of applications, such as vi-
sual object detection, natural language comprehension, and
speech recognition. Despite the importance of a systematic
study and comparison of different APIs over time, this topic is
currently under-explored because of the lack of data and user-
friendly exploration tools. To address this issue, we present
HAPI Explorer (History of API Explorer), an interactive sys-
tem that offers easy access to millions of instances of com-
mercial API applications collected in three years, prioritizes
attention on user-defined instance regimes, and explain in-
teresting patterns across different APIs, subpopulations, and
time periods via visual and natural languages. HAPI Explorer
can facilitate further comprehension and exploitation of ML
prediction APIs.

Introduction
Machine learning (ML) prediction APIs offered by Google,
Microsoft, Amazon, and many other providers have been
continuously adopted in a plethora of applications, such
as visual object detection, natural language comprehen-
sion, and speech recognition (Chen, Zaharia, and Zou 2020;
Tramèr et al. 2016). Reliable ML deployments require sys-
tematical understanding and comparison of different APIs in
varying aspects, including overall accuracy (Koenecke et al.
2020), inherent biases (Buolamwini and Gebru 2018), and
prediction consistency over time (Chen, Zaharia, and Zou
2021). Besides global performance metrics, it is also in-
creasingly critical to reason and explain ML APIs’ perfor-
mance on certain subpopulations. However, this topic is cur-
rently under-explored due to a lack of data and exploration
tools.

To address this issue, we present HAPI Explorer (His-
tory of API Explorer), a web UI-based interactive system
for programming-free comprehension, discovery, and expla-
nation of ML APIs. Our design goal includes (i) diverse
coverage of ML APIs and datasets over time, (ii) conve-
nient evaluation metric customization, and (iii) flexible user-
define data regime visualization.
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For diverse coverage, HAPI Explorer is built on top of
HAPI (Chen et al. 2022), a longitudinal database consisting
of more than 1 million instances of commercial API applica-
tions collected over three years. This covers ML APIs pro-
vided by Google, Microsoft, Amazon, IBM, and other com-
panies for a range of tasks. HAPI Explorer also allows users
to upload their own collections of API instances. Standard
accuracy, confidence shift, consistency over time, and group
disparity are provided as the default metric to visualize, and
HAPI Explorer also supports users to create their own met-
rics. For flexible attention prioritization, HAPI Explorer en-
ables “zoom in/zoom out” analysis: users can overlook the
global performance view (Figure 1(a)), query a particular
data regime to visualize (Figure 1(b)), or stare at ML APIs’
predictions on a single data instance (Figure 1(c)). HAPI Ex-
plorer is available at https://hapi-explore.github.io/. We hope
HAPI Explorer can stimulate more research and exploitation
of ML APIs.

Related Work
The dynamics of API changes have been studied for a
while as the MLaaS market grows bigger (Chen, Zaharia,
and Zou 2020). They mainly focus on the prices of calling
APIs (Chen, Koutris, and Kumar 2019) and prediction re-
sults analysis of the APIs (Hosseini, Xiao, and Poovendran
2017). As the changes in APIs happen, monitoring the ML
pipeline is also important. However, they do not focus on
longitudinal analysis of APIs, as the APIs will evolve over
time, but they do not consider this aspect currently.

Research on MLaaS analysis focuses on the adaptive
calling strategy for APIs and dataset evaluation for ML
APIs. FrugalML (Chen, Zaharia, and Zou 2020) and Fru-
galMCT (Chen, Zaharia, and Zou 2022) are two kinds of
adaptive strategies for calling the APIs, which enhance effi-
ciency and lower the costs of using APIs. HAPI (Chen et al.
2022) is a recently proposed dataset for large-scale evalu-
ation of ML APIs over time. Our demonstration is based
on the HAPI dataset to enable users to understand the dy-
namics of API changes, which subsequently adapt their ML
pipelines.

There are also a lot of visual interfaces developed for un-
derstanding and analyzing the models. The work on them
is mainly categorized into three classes, model understand-
ing, model diagnosis, and model refinement (Choo and Liu
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Figure 1: Main features of HAPI Explorer. (a) Global performance analysis helps visualize the metrics in the dataset and APIs.
(b) Users can customize their choices on the confidence ranges in each year. (c) Users can search instances based on provided
ground truth label. Corresponding instances are displayed.

2018). Since our work targets general model users, our work
falls into the work of model understanding. This kind of
work can be further categorized into model-agnostic and
model-specific work. Model-agnostic work means that the
visualization system is designed for analyzing general mod-
els instead of targeting one kind of model. For example,
Squares (Ren et al. 2016) supports analyzing multi-class
classification algorithm performance via class and instance-
level distribution plots and bi-directional linking between
the visualization and the corresponding instances. Regres-
sionExplorer (Dingen et al. 2018) is an interactive visual-
ization tool for logistic regression models through subgroup
analysis of model performance. However, they do not fo-
cus on visualizing and understanding the dynamics of API
changes. Such work cannot be directly applied to understand
the dynamics of API changes.

Main Features of HAPI Explorer
To ease the study and research on ML prediction APIs,
HAPI Explorer provides hierarchical access to a large scale
of commercial prediction API application instances. Specif-
ically, its main features are (i) global performance analysis
(including accuracy, fairness and prediction consistency) for
each evaluated dataset and ML API (Figure 1(a)), (ii) user-
defined subpopulation (such as particular data class and con-
fidence score range) exploration (Figure 1(b)), and (iii) ef-
ficient individual data instance (e.g., a single image) search
on the entire database (Figure 1(c)). We discuss each feature
in detail as follows.

Global performance analysis. Global performance anal-
ysis visually compares different ML APIs’ overall perfor-
mance over time across different datasets. Four different
metrics are considered, including standard accuracy, pre-
diction consistency, confidence shifts, and group disparity.
Given the task, dataset and ML API specified by a user,
HAPI Explorer produces different visual views of those met-
rics. Specifically, the accuracy plot is a line chart where the
x-axis encodes the year and the y-axis encodes the perfor-
mance. If multiple APIs are selected, the color of lines will
be used to encode the category of APIs. The consistency plot
is a triangle plot where the node indicates the year and the
color of the link indicate the consistency rate between two

years. Consistency rate is defined as the consistency rate of
prediction results in two years. The confidence chart shows
the confidence changes between two years of one API. Con-
fidence change is defined as the changes in confidence in
the prediction results. The fairness chart indicates the model
performance of a specific subgroup of examples. It can help
users capture the performance disparity in the API.

User-defined local regime exploration. In addition to
global metrics, HAPI Explorer also enables users to query
particular subpopulations for detailed exploration. For ex-
ample, a user may select to analyze all data points on which
an ML API’s prediction confidence is higher than a thresh-
old. This is particularly useful for selecting the most accu-
rate ML API for downstream applications relying on confi-
dence scores. To achieve this, HAPI Explorer adopts “paral-
lel sets”, a visualization paradigm that turns a dataset into
a multi-dimensional flow based on the confidence scores
across time periods. Each dimension represents one year.
Correlation between confidences among different years is
displayed through the ribbon. Users can further click one
of the ribbons in the plot, and the corresponding instances
will be displayed in the following space.

Efficient individual instance search and visualization.
Users can further search instances based on provided ground
truth labels. The instance itself, ground truth class, confi-
dence in different years, and the specific prediction results
are displayed. Users can further check them and find intu-
itive insights on whether it has a significant impact on the
downstream applications.

Conclusion

In this paper, we demonstrate HAPI Explorer, an intera-
tive system which enables users to understand and compare
the performance of a range of ML APIs over time. To ob-
tain fine-grained understanding, HAPI Explorer offers de-
tailed analysis and visualization at different data hierarchy.
This helps users capture the strength and weakness of ML
APIs at different data regions and make appropriate deci-
sions for different applications. We hope that HAPI Explorer
can stimulate more research and exploitation of ML APIs.
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